OSEH SHALOM’S REVISED COVID POLICY (effective July 26, 2022)

1. Oseh Shalom will adhere to all State and Prince George’s County mask and in-person gathering mandates for indoor public gatherings.

2. Congregants must be vaccinated and boosted (if eligible) to attend events at the Synagogue.

3. Masking will always be strongly recommended.

4. Oseh administration will monitor the CDC COVID Community Risk levels each Friday using the CovidActNow.Org web site for Maryland to determine Covid Status. The Status will be updated each Friday and posted on the Oseh Shalom website and will be included in the Oseh eNews for the following week. That Status Level, identified below in paragraph 5, will be used to determine our protocol for the entire upcoming week starting on the following Monday.

5. The two Status Levels are as follows:
   
   Level #1: If Howard and Montgomery Counties are at Yellow Levels or Below as determined by the Covid Act Now website, masking will be optional and there will be no restrictions on indoor food service.
   
   Level #2: If Howard OR Montgomery Counties are in Orange (High) Level as determined by the Covid Act Now web site, Masking would be required except during Oseh Shalom indoor food events. Masking, except when actively eating, and social distancing during indoor food events, is strongly recommended. Food served at a life cycle event after a service can be considered as a private event and permitted on a case-by-case basis.